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Patent documents are important intellectual resources of protecting interests of organizations, individuals, and companies, 
as well as they provide an extensive source of technical information. The management and analysis of large-scale patent 

data involves easy-to-use and adaptable platform for vastly improved efficiencies and better decision-making. The purpose 
of this presentation is to describe and summarize a scalable text mining framework built on top of big-data architecture 
and scientific workflow system for semantic annotation and analyzing large-scale patent information. This framework uses 
different scalable MapReduce-based services for adding semantic enrichment to texts of a single patent. Four scalable services 
will be presented:  structuring detailed description texts of patent into several segments such as background, summary, and 
embodiments; structuring patent claims to identify the complete claim hierarchy such as independent and dependent claims; 
technical term extraction to extract the significant keywords and phrases; and extraction of chemical entities and map them 
with external resources. In addition, the framework uses Spark-based services for large-scale multi-document patent processing 
and analytics, such as natural language processing, text or metadata clustering, term or metadata counting, and topic modeling. 
This framework can be used by front-end users to search, process, analyze large-scale patent information in a visual workflow 
system, and produce results quickly.  Two case studies will be presented: analyzing the texts of technology areas of inventions, 
and technology concepts extraction via applying text mining methods to discover a set of themes that are covering the topic of 
interest, as well as explore new themes such as emerging technologies. In addition, trend detection methodologies will be used 
to analyze, extract, and visualize the interesting trends. The execution performances of scalable services are tested with huge 
amount of patent documents.
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